
Inversion Therapy
is a new form of Yoga Therapy
that brings balance and harmony
to body, mind and emotion
while conferring specific
physical and psychological benefits.

BALL INVERSION THERAPY TRAINING
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BIT TRAINING UK 2017
First Weekend is

24th to 26th February.
6pm. Friday to 4pm. Sunday

at Earth Spirit Centre, Somerset.
The second weekend of training will be at 

the end of April or beginning of May
to suit the participants.

Izmir, Turkey. Spring 2017.
Dates to be arranged.
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The teaching takes place on 
two weekends with two 
months or more in between. 
In this time trainees should 
practice every day, keeping 
notes, as well as reading and 
studying. Certificates are 
awarded to those achieving 
the required standard at the 
second weekend.

Course Details, Trainees Agreement, Rules and Ethical Codes & Application Form.

You can become one of the therapists at the leading edge of bodywork today.
Join our team of experienced professionals and make the world a better place

by giving your healing gifts in a powerful and revolutionary way.

The School of Inversion  ☯ Therapy
Principal, Paul Terrell.

info@inversiontherapy.net

www.inversiontherapy.net
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Ball ☯ Inversion Therapy
Background, Theory, Practice.

Ball Inversion Therapy is a new way of using large gymnastic 
balls in a therapeutic way.

Inversion Therapy is a new form of Yoga Therapy that brings 
balance and harmony to mind, body and spirit while conferring 
specific physiological, structural and psychological benefits.

Inversion is effective and rapid in producing lasting 
transformation on many levels.
Some of the benefits are:
• Reduced blood pressure
• Inducing alpha wave brain activity
• Balancing the hormone system
• Increasing cell oxygenation
• Balancing the nervous system
• Trauma Release
This results in increased:
• Calmness, Cheerfulness, Energy.
• Reduced pain and discomfort.
• Permanent disappearance of symptoms in many cases.

This new technique of Ball Inversion Therapy ( BIT ) is 
not to be confused with many types of physiotherapy or 
exercise ( Pilates etc. ) that are practiced with gymnastic 
balls. Although BIT can look like normal stretching, the 
emphasis is on  inducing an expanded state of 
consciousness, ensuring the client gets the full 
physiological, structural and psychological benefits of 
inversion.

The therapy allows for gentle massage and stretching as 
well as instruction on breathing and emotional and 
physical release.

Having instructed many people, often parents and carers, 
over the last twenty three years in the use of this 
technique I regard it as a powerful and accessible tool for 
the well being, comfort, relief and improvement it can 
offer. BIT has been developed in response to the need for 
therapists, parents and carers to have a tool that can 
mimic the Inversion Therapy technique, but is easier to 
learn, and can be used at home or in the clinic.
BIT is particularly suitable for those with  difficulties with 
communication, learning and movement as well as stress 
and nervous conditions. It is also appropriate in cases of 
joint pain, headache, migraines, stomach disorders, 
hormone imbalance, back and neck pain.

Despite the simplicity of the technique, and also because 
of this, the unseen, energetic aspect of the technique, 
which is the real essence, becomes palpably obvious 
right from the start.

Level I certification brings the trainee to a level of 
technical and professional competence to be able to 
safely give sessions of BIT to anyone. After building up 
experience of using the technique it is highly 
recommended that practitioners go on to take the Level II 
training to increase skills in the areas of,
1.   Treating physiological and structural problems.
2.   Coaching and Psychology through Soul Centred  
      Therapy Training ( SCT ) , and 
3.   Shamanic and Tantra Healing techniques                    
      including regression and soul retrieval.

Paul Terrell, LLB., Bsc.
is the principal of the School of I T and the 
founder of Inversion Therapy. Since 1993 
he has practiced, researched and taught I T 
throughout Europe. He has over thirty years 
experience in natural healing and presently 
holds clinics in six European countries and 
leads workshops and trainings in Tantra 
Yoga called, Energy Mastery.
He is also an overtone singer and teacher, 
a member of The Overtone Choir UK and 
gives concerts and Sound Journeys 
throughout Europe.
Paul is a coach and workshop leader in 
'Creating Sustainable Organisation', a 
strategy for creating harmony and efficiency 
in  companies, organisations and groups.

“It is a constant joy for me to be able to 
share this revolutionary, new and exciting 
therapy with others.”

“My enthusiasm has only grown and this is 
because I see so many people being 
helped on so many levels and their lives 
transformed by this technique and our 
wonderful practitioners.”

“Every new trainee brings something 
unique to the practice and this is how it 
develops, expands and matures.”

“ Join us, and be part of the team that is 
employing the most exciting, effective and 
accessible new therapy and making it 
available all over the world.”
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Course Details for Level I Certification

Prerequisites.
To be accepted for the course trainees will be expected to: 
1.  Have received several sessions of Inversion Therapy or Ball Inversion Therapy.
2.  Have a background in health, teaching, caring or business which requires good people skills and 
     communication skills.
3.  Have a basic knowledge of Anatomy and Physiology.
4.  Have an interest in Health, Healing, Personal Development, Yoga etc.
5.  Fill in an application form and send it to info@inversiontherapy.net

Course outline.
Attendance at a minimum of 4 days of training, which will cover ( partial list ):
The background and development of BIT,
The physical technique,
The healing benefits, contra-indications,
Diagnosis,
Safe methods of practice,
How to create and run a successful practice,
Professional conduct.

Course requirements.
1. Sign the trainees agreement.
2. Attend the full four days of training.
3. Pay the fees on time. Half on acceptance of the application, the other half by the first day
    of training.
4. Between the two training weekends, to have regular training sessions with
    healthy guinea pigs and other trainees. Keeping a logbook of these sessions.
5. Study the books on the reading list.
6. Trainees may not charge for their sessions until certified.

Certification.
Ball I T Training is considered complete when the requirements are fulfilled and the trainee is able to 
give safe and competent treatments to the satisfaction of the assessment board. In cases where the 
school assesses that the trainee requires more time to improve their skills before certification, the 
trainee has one year in which to train and study. Before the end of this time, measured from the last 
weekend, the trainee shall book a certification assessment with a BIT teacher at their own cost. This 
will be a two hour session paid at the usual hourly rate for the teacher. After this year is up the trainee 
must retake the course to be certificated.

Place: Courses are planned for UK, Sweden, Germany and Turkey during 2014. Please contact us for 
arranging a course in your country.

Cost: The cost of the course, including a 95cm. diameter gymnastic ball and hand pump is, £650 in 
Europe. Prices may vary in other countries.

Dates: The teaching takes place on two weekends. These weekends are two months apart and the 
trainees are expected to practice every day ( or at least 40 practice sessions ) between these two 
weekends and keep a log book of their training sessions as well as keep notes of insights, questions 
and challenges.

BIT Teacher Training.
Practitioners who have run a busy practice for a period of not less than one year and who are assessed 
as sufficiently experienced may apply for BIT Teacher Training.
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Trainees Agreement
( SAMPLE ONLY. TO BE SIGNED ON ACCEPTANCE OF THE APPLICATION FORM ) 

The School of  Inversion ☯ Therapy 
Principal, Paul Terrell 
info@inversiontherapy.net 
www.inversiontherapy.net 

BIT Inversion Therapy Trainee Agreement.
This agreement is made between, The School of Inversion Therapy
and .....................................

The School of Inversion Therapy agrees to:
• fulfil all of the obligations outlined in the course description for Ball Inversion Therapy practitioner 

training as regards instruction, support, advice and the answering of all questions.
• arrange for a suitable training locale and supply each trainee with a new 95cm. diameter 

gymnastic ball, hand pump and instruction book.
• supply competent and certified teachers.
• assess the competence of the trainee on the last day of training and award a practitioner 

certificate to the successful trainees.
• deliver ongoing support after certification.

The trainee, ............................... agrees to:
• Attend the training days having abstained from alcohol and stimulants for one week and follow all 

reasonable instructions.
• Keep a log book of practice sessions and to take all reasonable care to make the practice 

sessions safe.
• Pay the fees on time. Half on acceptance of the application, the other half at least one week 

before the first day of training.
• Follow the School Rules, Code of Ethics and Code of Practice.
• As a certified practitioner, to attend every year, the one day assessment and training program in 

order to assure continued high standards of practice as well as to benefit from the latest 
advances and improvements. There will be a small fee for this training.

• To pay the yearly membership fee of £30. The benefits of membership include having a 
presentation in the list of practitioners on the web site, ongoing support, up-to-date information 
and marketing assistance through representation/promotion at exhibitions etc. Also reductions on 
sessions, workshops, seminars, study trips, celebrations, retreats etc..

Signed, for the School of Inversion Therapy,

Paul Terrell, Principal....................................

Signed, The Trainee .....................................

Date: Place:
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CODE OF ETHICS & PRACTICE AND RULES OF
THE SCHOOL OF INVERSION ☯ THERAPY

(abridged version)
Introduction
The purpose of these codes is to establish and maintain standards for students and 
practitioners of I T & Ball I T, define their relationship and to inform and protect 
members of the public seeking their services.
Inversion Therapy is offered to clients to provide an opportunity for increasing their 
well-being and to aid them in activating the inner healer and finding balance and 
harmony on every level of their being.
For the purposes of these codes and rules the term client includes those offering 
their services as guinea pigs for students to train with and those receiving voluntary 
sessions where the fee has been waived, deferred or paid by way of exchange or 
barter.

Code of Ethics.
The basic values of Inversion Therapy are: integrity, impartiality and respect.
All reasonable care should be taken to ensure the safety of the client.
The terms on which treatments are offered should be made clear before the session 
and changes should be agreed in advance.
Practitioners should work within the limits of their competence and have ongoing 
counselling, supervision and support.

Code of Practice.
Practitioners and students shall refrain from any activity that may bring Inversion 
Therapy into ill repute.
Practitioners and students must not exploit their clients financially, sexually, 
emotionally or in any other way. Engaging in sexual activity with the client is 
unethical.
Student members may not charge for sessions.
All practitioners and teachers undertake to come to one of the yearly practice and 
training days in order to improve skills and share knowledge and experience. 

Rules.
The name Inversion ☯ Therapy or Ball Inversion ☯ Therapy may only be used by 
qualified practitioners certified by the School of I ☯ T.
Serious or repeated infringement of the code of ethics, practice or the rules will lead 
to loss of professional certificate or termination of student membership with loss of 
the full fee.
Students wishing to leave the course after commencement do so with loss of the full 
fee.
The school may elect to terminate instruction and student membership without 
giving reasons in which case the full course fee is returnable.
Student or practitioners  may not teach or instruct others in the practice of
I T or Ball I T without having completed their teacher training.
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APPLICATION FORM FOR BIT TRAINING
FILL IN AND SEND TO PAUL TERRELL

info@inversiontherapy.net
with a head and shoulders photo in jpg. format of less than 1MB.

Copy and Paste to a word or text document,
complete and save as: “BIT App (your name)”

NAME: 
ADDRESS:

TEL. MOBILE:                           HOME:

E-MAIL:

DATE OF BIRTH:

QUALIFICATIONS/TRAININGS:

SELF EMPLOYED/EMPLOYMENT RECORD. PREVIOUS JOBS, CV.

PRESENT OCCUPATION:

PRESENT STATE OF HEALTH:

REASONS FOR WANTING TO BECOME A BIT THERAPIST:
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